


    Flexibility and Scalability
The ATEN solution offered scalability to accommodate the increased server load as well as more flexibility than the 

previous switch by allowing those servers located in the various departments to be easily integrated for more efficient

central monitoring of all systems. By selecting the KM0432, Key Safety Systems deployed a flexible and scalable server

management solution that allowed direct connection of four operating consoles and 32 servers via Cat 5 cabling.

“We were looking for a modern KVM switch that makes it possible for the administrators to access the servers inside and

outside the computer center, both by the server room and by a remote operator

console. The ATEN solution means that server management no longer has to

take place in the rather unreal, uncomfortable world of the server room - 60°

Fahrenheit, air-conditioned, drafty and very noisy,” explained Nikos Haberlah.

Since the KM0432 is a very flexible Matrix KVM switch with multiplatform

support for PS/2, USB, Sun and Serial operator consoles, it can be used in

very heterogeneous systems. The CPU modules required for integration can be

adapted to the individual requirements. The three administrators can have

synchronous access of up to 32 directly connected servers from the four 

physical operator consoles by using various server and console platforms.

In addition, the ATEN product is “future-ready” to accommodate more than the current number of 25 servers and 300 

computers by extending the network through cascading (i.e. connecting) more KVM switches in series. The Matrix KVM 

switch has downward compatibility so it can be connected to up to seven other KM0432 switches in the form of a “daisy 

chain.” The unit can optionally connect up to 32 16-port KVM switches without performance loss and offer the capability

to control up to 4,096 computers in real time.

    Security Guaranteed
With the need for quick and reliable diagnostic options, the IT team can leverage the high performance, user-friendliness

and reliable security features of this ATEN product. Unlike software solutions, which can only be used when the operat-

ing system is fully functional, the hardware-based server management with the KM0432 allows users to access the BIOS 

levels of the connected servers – this gives the system access to a computer even if it can no longer be booted up. 

“Thus far we have experienced no problems with the new Matrix KVM Switch. The server management 
is running smoothly and all administrators are highly satisfied. The project has been a complete 
success!” said Patrick Velte, IT Manager of Perot Systems.

w w w . a t e n . c o m

After an eight-week evaluation process, Bell Safety Systems selected ATEN’s KM0432 4-console, 32-port Matrix KVM 

switch, from the ALTUSENTM enterprise KVM line that offered the optimal solution for the required application range. 

“For this range of application, we have definitely found the best price/performance ratio in ATEN’s products. The 

KM0432 offers sound technology, transmits good video quality and all this at an unequaled price,” said Thomas Mussnig,

Managing Director of BellEquip.

The KM0432 was put through extensive testing that went smoothly without complications and demonstrated the 

product's ability to quickly assimilate into the company's network. “Implementation on the 25 servers did not pose a 

problem, as the KM0432 offered us exactly what we expected: an extremely user-friendly, out-of-the-box solution that 

functions smoothly,” said Nikos Haberlah, Project Manager of Perot Systems.
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The console module allows users to control a local
computer and easily access servers on the
Matrix KVM Switch directly from their desks.


